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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT HAVING SERIES·CONNIl;CTED TUBES 

Wallaca H. Coulter, Chica,o, DL 
.ppllcatlon March 11, Ilt9, Serial No. a,677 

8 Claims. (CL 179-171) 

1 
This invention relates to a new amplifier cir

cuit having series-connected tubes. A valuable 
feature of the circuit is its ab1l1ty to feed more 
power into low impedance loads than generally 
obtainable heretofore with prior art vacuum tube li 
circuits. 

A problem frequently encountered in electronic 
circuit design is the transfer of power from the 
output circuits of vacuum tubes which are of 
relatively high impedance to loads of relatively 10 
low impedance. Vacuum tubes, in comparison 
to low impedance loads of a few hundred ohms 
or less, are relatively high impedance devices. 

The circuit is particularly suited for the out
put of audio frequency amplifiers where its abil- 16 
lty to teed low impedance loads makes practi-

2 
power outputs are equal. Input si�nals to the 
two tubes are fed in opposed phase through the 
meOlum of a phase Inverter sucn as a prior stage, 
In other words a single ended input will have 
a Signal feeding one tUl)e of the series pair. the 
other bemg fed through the phase inverter. In 
order to have the signal across each of the tubes 
airectly proportional to the desired relative power 
output, Ciegeneration 10 one of the series pail' 
must be compensated for. The tube which has 
its cathode connected to the plate of tlle other 
tube acts like a cathode follower and is inherent
ly degenerative. buitaole leedbacit is ootamed 
nom the load circuit and ettectively applied to 
the phase inverslon stage to compensate Ior this 
degeneration, and for example, in the case of 
identical senes connected tubes, renders the out
puts substantially equal to provide in etfect a 
balanced output. The one tuoe may be supplied 

cal a direct connection to dynamic loud speaker 
voice coils wlthout requiring the use of an inter
vening impedance matching transformer as com
monly employed. 

Vacuum tubes have an output impedance of 
the order of several hundred obms at least and 

20 with positive feedback, or in the alwrnative the 
other tube may be supphed wltll negative feed_ 
back. 

for many types the impedance is much higher. 
By contrast a loud speaker of the dynamic type 
will generally have an input impedance of from lIS 
3 to 16 oJlms. Such devices may be made to have 
an impedance of 100 01' :1.00 ohms 01' even higher 
but such range of value generally represents the 
maximum impedance WhlCh can be economically 
built into such a device. :JII 

Numerous attempts nave been made to devise 
means for coupling a siJeaker load directly to an 
Rmphtter witnout the use of such impedance 
matchlllg devices as transformers. This in \fen
tion provides a circult wherein direct couphng 3;; 
between the amplifier and a low impedance load 
Is practical without senous mismat.eh. A Clr· 
cuit embodying the present inventIOn is simple 
and may be put into an amplUier witnout incur. 
ring substantial expense. A system emboaylllg 40 
the pre:,ent invent.lOn IJrovides an amplifier hav
Ing a low output impedance 01 the same order 
as the impedance in such a device as a loud 
speaker for example. 

'l'he invention, in general, contemplates two 45 
vacuum tubes in series as far as spa�e current 
18 concerned. The load is connecwd between 
the Junction of the two tubes and a point main
tained at a suitable potential. Each tube may, 
of course. be replaced bY several tubes in paral- 50 
le!. The two l>eries connected tubes may be simi-
lar or not. depending

' 
upon desired operating 

characteristics.. A particularly simple system re
sul� from the use of two similar tubes and op
eratins them Similarly so that tbeir respective 615 

III accordance with the patent laws. preferred 
embodiments of the invention have been mus
trated in t.he accompanYlllg drawing and de
scrioed 10 detail in the specification which fol-
lows. In addition Certa1n prior structures have 
been illustrated and deSCribed in order to render 
more lUCld tne ae"criptlon of tne invention and 
to explain the theory of operation thereof. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a circuit diagram of an amplifier of 

known constructlon, utll1Z1Dg a senes connected 
output pair of tubes each giving substantially 
equal outl-iut to a load witnout use 01 an output 
transformer, but in which the input is obtained 
thl'ough the use of a translormer navlOg pnase 
oppo�ed secondaries. 

l'igs. :.I and a lllu:>trate various types of output 
circuits 10r use with the amplirter of Fig. 1 but 
which are likewise capable of oemg used with the 
invention. 

Figs. 4 and 5 are circuit diagrams of the pre
fened embodiments of the invention charactel'
ized, among other things, bY single ended inputs 
and feedoack to compensate tor degeneration in 
the top tubes of the series connected pairs there 
1llustrated. 

Relerr,ng first to FigUl'e 1. vacuum tube .0 
has cathode 11, conWol grid 12 and anode '3, 
Cathode •• js connected through bias resistor 
I fi to junction ". Condenser 11 may be con
nected across bias resistor I & to provide a low 
impedance path 10r alternating current. 

VacuUDl tube 11' has cathode, control grid and 
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anode correspondIngly numbered with primed 
numbers. Cathode 1 1' is connected to junction 
I &' through bias resistor 15'. Shunting bIas re

sistor 1&' is condenser 11'. Anode I' of tube ID 
is connected to Junction 1&'. Between junction G 
1& and anode 13' is connected power source 20 

of any suitable type. 'lhis power source may be 
rectified altel"nating current with or without the 
usual filtering means or may be batteries or other 
suitable means but must provide a low impedance 10 
by-pass for signal frequencies. This may be ob
tained by condensers 2 1  a and 21 b. The batteries 
are shown merely for con.enience. As is clearly 
indicated in the drawing, the positive terminal 
Of power source 20 is connected to anode 13' 16 
while the negative of the power source is con
nected to junction 1&. 

lt is preferred to have tube ID and ID' subste.n
tially identical as far as peak current character
iStl\;S are concerned. l-o�er supply 20 has point 20 
22 whose potential is half-way between the ex
treme posltlve and negative terminals of the en
tire power supply for the condition that tubes 
iD and ID' are matched. Where dissimilar tubes 
are used, the location of tap 22 will be corre- 211 
spondingly moved. Between terminal 22 and 
junction 16' ioad 23 may be connected. 

Input signals 180" out of phase are fed to con
trol grids I� and 1.2' of the two tubes. As shown 
in the drawing. a transformer is used. Trans- 10 
former Z5 has pl"imary 16 supplied with signals 
from a suitable source. Transformer 2& has 
secondaries 21 and 21' connected between junc
tion 16 and 16' respectively on the one hand, and 
control grid 12 and 1 2' respectIvely on the other IG 
hand. The polarity of connections is such that 
the signals are 1800 out of phase exactly as in 
a conventional push-pull system. 

The relative amplitudes of the input signals to 
tubes ID and IG' will be proportional to operat- � 
ing requirements. Thus in case tubes ID and ID' 
are Similar and operated Similarly, the Signal am
plitude.:; will be equal. Where dissimilar tubes 
are used, the input amplitudes will depend upon 
the o ... erating characteristics of the tUbes. In 'G 
this regard. the location of tap 22 will be one of 
the factors governing the tube operation. 

The output circuit for direct current may be 
considered as going from the negative terminal 
of power supply 20 to Junction 16, through the 10 
bias resistor and vacuum tube ID to junction 16', 
through bias resistor 15' and then through vac
uum tube IG' to the positive terminal of power 
supply 20 and then down through the power sup
ply to the negative terminal. Assuming that 61S 
no signal is pre::.ent upon the control grids of the 
two tuoes, it will be clear that there should be 
no diflerence in potential between junction 11' 
and terminal 22. Thus no current will fiow 
through load 23. Now assuming that a signal is ClO 
applied and that control grid 12' becomes more 
positive while control grid 12 becomes more nega
tive, the current through tube ID' will increase 
while the current through tube ID will decrease. 
It will thus be evident that the balanced bridge ClIS 
relationship normally existing is destroyed as 
far as the signal frequency is concerned and a 
difference in potential across the load is created. 
Thus as the currents through the two tubes vary 
in opposite senses, the bridge will becom,e unbal- TO 
anced first in one direction. and then in the 
reverse direction to result in currents flowing 
through the load first in one direction and then 
10 the other direction. 

4 
trically Isolated from each other. Thus the sig
nal amplitudes at the two grids are measured 
with respect to the respective cathodes. No de-
generation will therefore occur in top tube IG'. 

As far as the load is concerned. tuoes 10 and 
ID' are in parallel so that the impedance faced 

by load 23 will be one-fourth of the impedance 
faced by the load if the two tubes are similar 
and in normal push-pull relation. It should 
also be observed that even harmonics are bal
anced out in this circuit in substantially the same 
manner as in a conventional push-pull system. 

In connection with the system shown in Fig
ure 1, if load 23 provides a direct current path 
through it, then tubes ID and ID' may be oper
ated in any manner desired. "If. however. load 
23 is capacitive :..n character and does not pro
vide a DIrect current path, then tUbes IU ana 10' 
should pI'eferaoly be operated as class A ampli
fiers, with space current passing through at all 
times. Even if tubes IG and ID' are cut oIf, load 
23 would supply space current f(lr part of a cycle 
but di!>tortion might result. 

As thus far described. tne amplifier is known 
in the art. but the input as heretolore used has 
always included a transformer giving rise to 
proolelDS of weieht. expense. and frequency re
SI-onse. A single ended mput usmg a phase in
version stage has not been substituted for the 
trans.ormer mput because sucn an mput WIthout 
the construction hereinafter described destroys 
the si�nal symmetry of the inputs to the tuoes 
of the series connected pair preventing substan
tialiy equal. or etlectively balanced output. The 
tube 10' in such a case would act exactly as a 
cathode 10Uower and would be degeneradve, 

As stated above, and as described herelOafter 
in connection with l'igs. 4 and 5, I am enabled 
to use a series connected pair. obtaining equal 
outputs with a single ended input, by compensat
ing for the degenerationproduced in the tube ID' 
through the use of a feedoack connection extend
ing from the load to the phase inverter stage. 
'lhis compriSes the invention herein and it in
cludes supplying positive leedoaclt to the top tube 
for neutraliZing the degeneration therein, or sUP-
plying negative feedback to the bottom tube to 
compensate for the degeneration in the top tube. 

Various types of output circuits may be utilized 
with the invention as well as with the prior am
phner illustrated in l'ig. 1 to achieve salutary 
results. In Figs. 2 and 3 the feedback connec
tion is not illustrated in the output circuits to 
emphasize that the circuits are dependent only 
upon substantially equal outputs of the series 
cpnnected pair and hence may be used with a. 
transformer input amplifier. 

Referring now to l''1gure 2. load 23 is con
nected between junction 16' and junction 22'. 
Between junction 22' and the negative terminal 
of power supply 20 is connected power supply 
20'. Power supply 20' has a potential at its ter
minals one-half the potential existing across 
power supply ID assuming the tubes to be Similar. 
The positive terminal. of power supply 20' will 
be connected to junction 22'. 

Referring to Figure 3. power supply 2G' is re-
placed by condenser 20b. connected in series with 
the load across tube ID. It is possible to connect 
condemer 20a in series with 2Gb. the two con
densers being disposed across power supply ZO'. 
Condensers 20a and 20b should have low imped
ance for any Signal frequencies and preferably 
should each have an impedance less than the 

It. will be noted windlngs 21 and 21' are elec- 'lI impedance of the load. It Is possible to omit 
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either of condensers 20a and 20b. The condena- l1ne 11. Grid I.' la connected through blocking 
er arrangement may be so arranged as to pro- condenser 12' to anode" of phase Inverter n. 
vide for proper division of anode potentiala. Tube n has cathode It connected through re-

In all the circuits shown, it is desirable that Sistor I. to potentiometer wiper 11 operating on 
the power supply have a"low impedance for the 3 resistor 11 shunted "across load 12. Resistor 11 
lowest signal frequency and in general this may is large in comparison"to the impedance of load 
be accomplished by having a condlmser by-pass 12. Control grid 11 of phase Inverter 81 is con_ 
the entire power supply. In the case of FIgure 3, nected to ground by grid resistor 1C and Is also 
the use of twr> condensers wlll make It generally connected through blocking condenser 11 to po-
unnecessary to have a by-pass for the power 10 tentiometer wiper 11 cooperating with resistor 11 
supply. , connected across the signal channel .1 and 11. 

As has been pointed out, load ZI In FIgure 1 Anode 11 is connected to line 8. by means of 
and the corresponding loads in Figures 2 and 3 dropping resistor 11. Between lines 85 and 11, 
may be a resistor or Inductor. If the latter Is a suitable source of high potential is connected 
used. the load may consist of the primary of a 15 for supplying space current to the various tubes. 
transformer or may be a choke for coupling Through suitable adjustment of wiper 10 an 
purposes. Thus as in example. load 21 may be exact cancellation of the degenerative effect on 
used with advantage In coupling to the mixer tube 14' due to any signal voltage appearing 
stage of a transmitter. Instead of expensive across load 12 may be effected. When wiper 18 
huge transformers a comparatively low cost in- 20 of resistor 11 and wiper 11 of resistor 11 are 
ductance may be used. The load may be ca- properly adjusted an identical net signal voltage, 
pacitive if desired. which is desired for similar tubes, wlll appear 

For simplicity, the tubes shown are of the three between the grid and cathode of tubes U and 
electrode type. However, vacuum tubes having 14' irrespective ot load Impedance chimges or 
four or five electrodes may be used. The addi- 25 extraneous voltage components Introduced into 
tional electrodes may be connected In the usual the load by tubes .4 and 14'. 
manner to maintain the same at desired poten_ In the system shown In Figure 4, degeneration 
tlals, such connections usually Involving poten- at top tube 64' Is neutralized by feed back to 
tlal dividers and by-pass condensers. In addi- this tUbe. It is possible to provide for degenera-
tion, the customary inverse feed back circuits 30 tive effects at the bottom In Figure 5 wherein 
for correcting frequency distortion in audio fre- the circuit is generally similar to Figure 4 except 
quency amplifiers may also be utlllzed. for the following: anode 88' is connected through 

In Figures 4 and 5 there are lllustrated cir- coupling condenser 52a to the Input circuit of 
cuits embodying the Invention wherein the input lower tube &4. It w1ll be noted that line &0' of 
to the amplifier is single ended, that is to say, 35 the signal channel Is connected through coupling 
consist') of a simple two conductor Signal chan- condenser &2b to the Input circuit of upper tube 
nel. The signal is fed on the one hand to one 1i4'. Wiper 1&' is connected through coupling 
tube of the series connected pair and Is also condenser 71' to the Input of inverter tube &1'. 
Simultaneously inverted by a phase Inverter stage Thus degeneration normally present in the top 
and fed to the other tube of the pair. Thus the 40 tube wlll also be Induced in the bottom tube to 
two tubes each receive the same signal but of an equal degree, assuming that proper adjust-
opposite phase. Any of the outputs of Figs. 2, ments are made. In Figure 5, feed back resistor 
3, 4 or 5 may be used with such amplifier cir- 11' Is across both blocking condenser 81' and 
cuits, but since the top Input circuit Includes load 82' whereas lD Figure 4, the corresponding 
the load (usually with a grounded circuit for the 45 resistor is In shunt to the load only. 
top tube) there wlll be a lack of symmetry. Thus Grid resistors for completing the grid circuits 
the potential of the top grid to ground is sub- are shown in various figures. Cathode bias re. 
stantially higher than that of the bottom grid to sistors are also shown. However, other means for 
ground by the amount across the load. The net insuring desired grid bias may be utlllzed. In 
result will be degeneration in the upper or top !)o certain Instances no grid bias may be necessary. 
tube, similar to that in a cathode follower. In The various circuits lllustrated are useful in 
Figures 2 and 3, if the load Is of the constant various classes of amplifiers. Thus, Figure 3 
impedance type, a predetermined fixed signal may be used in class AB amplifiers even though, 
ratio to the top and bottom tubes may be pro- at first glance, it may appear to be unsuitable. 
vlded for obtaining substantially equal power 55 The use of the word "tube" throughout the 
outputs. However, for variable impedance loads, specification and claims herein is not intended 
It wlll be necessary to provide for variable ratio by way of limitation to any mechanical Or geo-
inputs. Thus one system having such variable metrical structure, but rather is intended as an 
ratio inputs is shown in Figure 4. explanatory appellation of the electronic am-

Referring, therefore, to Figure 4, lines 10 and 60 plifying valve structure In the range of equiva-
& I may be a source of signals. For convenience, lents as understood In the art. 
line &1 is grounded. LIne &I feeds signals through What is claimed is: 
blocking condenser 52 to control grid n of am- 1. An amplifier having a first tube and a sec-
plifier &4. Cathode &5 is connected to grounded ond tube, each tube having at least a plate, a 
line &1 through bias resistor &8 shunted by by- 65 grid, and a cathode, the cathode of the first tube 
pass condenser &1. Anode &1 is connected to being connected to the plate of the second tube 
junction &D. Between junction 80 and ground at a common point, a source of D. C. plate 
are connected blocking condenser 81 and load potential connected across the tubes from the 
82. Load 12 In this instance preferably pro- plate of the first tube to the cathode of the sec-
vides a direct current path and may be the 70 ond tUbe. said cathode of the second tube being 
voice coil winding of a dynamiC speaker. From at signal ground potential, a load connected be-
junction 80, bias resistor 11' shunted by con- tween said common point and ground, a signal 
denser Il' goes to tube &C'. The connections of Input source, a phase inverter comprising a third 
the various electrodes In tube IC' are generally tube having at least a plate, a grid and a cath-
similar to tube 14, anode 51' be1Dg connected to 71 ode, 8aid mput source being connected to the 
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6. An ampll1ler a.a described in claim 4 in which 

said one tube Is the first tube and said other 
tube is the second tube, and the feedback signal 
is positive in character. 

7. An amplifier as described in claim 5 in 
which said one tube is the second tube and said 
other tube is the first tube and the feedback sig. 
naIls negative in character. 

grid of·the said third tube, the plate of the third 
tube being connected to the grid of one of said 
first and second tubes, the input source also be
ing connected to the grid of the other of said 
first and second tubes, a feedback path connected G 
from a potential point of the load connection of 
said amplifier to the cathode circuit of the in
verter whereby to apply a feedback potential 
thereto and cause the inverter to drive said one 
tube with a signal derived from said feedback 
path in addition to the signal input source to 
compensate for. degeneration inherent In said 
first tube and produce substantially equal output 

8. An amplifier havmg a first tube, second 
10 tube, and third tube, each tube having at least 

a grid, cathode and plate, the cathode of the 
first tube and plate of the second tube being 
JOined to provide a common A. C. point and a 
source of D. C. plate potential connected across of the said first and second tubes of said ampli

fier. 
2. All a.mplifier as described in claim 1 ·in 

which the said one tube is the first tube and the 
said other tube is the second tube and the feed
back signal derived from the amplifier output is 
positive in character. 

3. An amplifier as descl'ibed in claim 1 in 
which the said one tube is the second tube and 
the said other tube is the first tube, and the feed
back f>ignal derived from the amplifier output is 
negative in character. 

4. An amplifier having a first tube and a sec
ond tube, each tube having at least a plate, a 
grid, and a cathode, the cathode of the first tube 
being connected to the plate of the second tube 
at a common point having an output signal po
tential, a source of D. C. plate potential con
nected across the tubes from the plate of tile 
first tUbe to the cathode of the second tube, said 
cathode of the second tube being at signal ground 
potential, a load connected between said com
mon point and ground, a signal input source, a 
phase inverter comprising a. third tube h!1ving 
electrodes including at least a plate, a grid c.nd 
a cathode. EaiC! input source being connected to 
the grid of the phase inverter and the grid of one 
of said first and second tubes. the plate of the 
phase inverter being connected to the other of 
said first and second tubes to feed an in'/erted 
signal thereto, a feedback path connected from 

15 the tubes from plate of first tube to cathode Of 
second tube, said cathode of the second tube be
ing at signal ground potential and the first and 
second tubes thereby comprising a series con
nected pair, a load coulJled between the common 

20 POint and ground to be driven by the output of 
the amplifier, said third tube comprising a stgnal 
inverter stage, a signal input source, a first con
nection extending from the l>ignal input source 
through the inverter stage to the grid of the 

25 said first tube and feeding a Signal to the grid 
of the first tube with respect to ground thereby 
causing a voltage to appear across the load to 
ground which is in negative feedback relation 
to the applied signal insofar as the grid-cathode 

30 circuit of said first tube is concerned. a second 
connection extending from said signal input 
source to the grid of the second tube and feed
Ing same a signal with respect to ground in 
phase opposition to the signal applied to the 

35 said first tube grid, a feedback path from the 
common A. C. point to the said third tube for 
introducing a positive feedback sig�al which 
augments the amplitude .of the said Signal ap
plied to said first tube so that said negative feed-

40 back aiTocting said first tube is opposed. 
W ALLACE H. COULTER. 
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